Eyewitnesses are often invited to construct a facial composite, an image created of the person they saw commit a crime that is used by law enforcement to locate criminal suspects. In the current paper, the effectiveness of composite images was investigated from traditional feature systems (E-FIT and PRO-fit), where participants (face constructors) selected individual features to build the face, and a more recent holistic system (EvoFIT), where they 'evolved' a composite by repeatedly selecting from arrays of complete faces. Further participants attempted to name these composites when seen as an unaltered image, or when blurred, rotated, linearly stretched or converted to a photographic negative. All of the manipulations tested reduced correct naming of the composites overall except (i) for a low level of blur, for which naming improved for holistic composites but reduced for feature composites, and (ii) for 100% linear stretch, for which a substantial naming advantage was observed. Results also indicated that both featural (facial elements) and configural (feature spacing) information was useful for recognition in both types of composite system, but highly-detailed information was more accurate in the feature-based than the holistic method. The naming advantage of linear stretch was replicated using a forensically more-practical procedure with observers viewing an unaltered composite sideways. The work is valuable to police practitioners and designers of facial-composite systems. The research investigates the effectiveness of facial-composite systems as used by police practitioners to locate people (offenders) who commit crime. It is found that different types of information were created differently for contrasting composite systems. A novel presentation format was also developed that should substantially improve recognition of real-world composites.
Introduction
From a social perspective, faces are important visual stimuli: they are the main source of information regarding another person's identity, emotion and intention (e.g. Kemp, McManus & Pigott, 1990; Leder & Bruce, 2000; White, 2001) . We are able to recognise familiar faces extremely well, despite transient changes in head pose (e.g. Bruce, Valentine & Baddeley, 1987; Moses, Ullman & Edelman, 1996) expression (e.g. Bruce, 1982; Patterson & Baddeley, 1977) , lighting (e.g. Moses et al., 1996) , and other such factors (for reviews, see Hancock, Bruce & Burton, 2000; and Johnston & Edmonds, 2009 ). Research (e.g. Ellis, Shepherd & Davies, 1979) has also indicated that recognition of familiar faces involves processing of internal features (the region comprising eyes, brows, nose and mouth) to a greater extent than external features (hair, face shape and ears). For a face to which we have had minimal exposure, a so-called unfamiliar face, transient changes in appearance exert a large influence on recognition (e.g. Bruce, 1982) , as do external features (Ellis et al., 1979) .
It is also the case that face recognition not only involves processing of facial features-eyes, brows, nose and mouth-but also the spatial arrangement or configuration of these features (for reviews, see Cabeza & Kato, 2000; and Farah, Wilson, Drain & Tanaka, 1998) . In a prominent theoretical approach proposed by Diamond and Carey (1986) , faces contain configuration first-order and second-order relational information. The former specifies typical spatial relations between features; for example, faces have two eyes above a nose, both of which are located above a mouth, etc. In contrast, second-order (sub-ordinate level) relational information describes the relative size of these spatial relations-simply, the distances between features for a specific face. In the current paper, we refer to this latter sense when describing configural processing of faces, and contrast it with recognition by processing of individual features (featural processing).
In an attempt to understand the contribution of featural and configural information for face recognition, of which both are important, and to provide insight into the processes which underlie recognition (Bruce, Burton & Craw, 1992) , research has investigated the impact of changing the appearance of a face. Observers are typically presented with photographs of faces which contain image distortions such as photographic negation; Gaussian (blur) and other types of spatial filtering; caricature; rotation and inversion; pixelation; and various types of linear and non-linear stretch (e.g., Benson & Perrett, 1991; Hole, George & Dunsmore, 1999; Hole, George, Eaves & Rasek, 2002; Lander, Bruce & Hill, 2001 ). These kind of image distortions influence the appearance of the face as a whole and, with the possible exception of stretch, interfere with recognition; as such, they provide evidence that face recognition is a holistic process (hence the term holistic face processing). Other approaches similarly indicate the holistic nature of face recognition (e.g. Sinha & Poggio, 1996; Young, Hellawell & Hay, 1987; Wells & Hryciw 1984) . It is perhaps worth mentioning that featural and configural processing are not perceptually independent of each other (e.g. Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997; Yasuda, 2005) . For example, if eye spacing is increased, a face appears to be wider, but if the mouth is enlarged, the distance between nose and mouth appears reduced.
In the following sections, we aim to provide an accessible review of four standard wholeface transformations that are frequently used in face-recognition research: photographic negation, picture-plane rotation, Gaussian filtering (blur) and linear stretch. We outline what these affine transformations reveal about processing of human faces and then, over the course of two experiments, investigate what they tell us about information contained in another class of stimuli, facial composites. Composites are normally constructed from eyewitness memory using one of a number of standard composite systems. An understanding of what information is rendered accurately in composites, in particular featural and configural information, is not only theoretically interesting but also offers the possibility of improving the effectiveness of composite images. See Figure 1 for example transformations and Table 1 for a summary of feature and holistic information which is likely to be used by observers when recognising images seen with these transformations. Photographic negation involves reversing the contrast polarity of an image. The transformation was assessed systematically by Galper (1970) and has since provoked extensive research (e.g., see Russell et al., 2006) . The research has produced consistent findings, and the general consensus is that faces seen in photographic negative are difficult but not impossible to recognise (e.g. Bruce & Langton, 1994; Hole et al., 1999; Kemp et al., 1990; Liu, Collin, Burton & Chaudhuri, 1999; Phillips, 1972) . The work thus indicates that some information which is useful for recognition is disrupted with negation.
One explanation of the photographic-negative effect relates to disruption in the processing of pigmentation (e.g., Bruce & Langton, 1994; Hole et al., 1999; Russell et al., 2006; Vuong et al., 2005) , such as when the colour of hair and eyes are altered. Negation may also interfere with the pattern of shading across a face (e.g. Johnston, Hill & Carman, 1992) . There is an interaction between the shape of the face and direction of lighting (Russell et al., 2006; Vuong et al., 2005) , known as shape-from-shading relations, which can be used to estimate the three-dimensional structure of a face (Phillips, 1971) ; irregular patterns of shading (with negation) can impair formation of this mental representation (Hill & Bruce, 1996) . It is even possible that negation may interfere with global processing of the face. Kemp et al. (1990) found that people's ability to detect a small horizontal or vertical displacement of the eyes was disrupted with negation, implying that configural (second-order relational) processing was being impaired under this transformation.
Rotation and inversion.
Faces that are inverted-that is, turned upside down-are disproportionately difficult to recognise compared with inversion of other objects (Yin, 1969 ; for reviews, see Bruce, 1988, and Gordon, 2011) , an effect that is attributed to the disruption of configural relations (e.g. Carbon & Leder, 2005; Freire, Lee & Symons, 2000; Leder & Bruce, 1998) . For example, Searcy and Bartlett (1996) manipulated faces by changing local features (such as blackening teeth) or by distorting the facial configuration (such as moving eyes apart). Local feature manipulations made faces appear more grotesque in both upright and inverted orientations, but configural manipulations affected the perception of upright but not inverted faces. The work underscores the importance of configural relations for processing faces in their normal, upright orientation.
In more detail, Goffaux and Rossion (2007) found that inversion affects vertical-relational information (e.g. vertical position of mouth) to a greater extent than either horizontal-relational information (e.g. eye spacing) or a change of feature information (e.g. blackening teeth). Indeed, Dakin and Watt (2009) suggest that facial identity is conveyed by a top-to-bottom oriented structure, a one dimensional vertical 'bar code' that is disrupted with inversion. Rossion (2008) also argues that local relational information is maintained with inversion, in particular in the horizontal direction around the eyes, while vertical relations tend to be disrupted, particularly around the mouth and for relations which involve longer distances (e.g. from brows to nose). Tanaka and Gordon (2011) also find evidence of greater disruption with inversion for lower relative to upper half of a face, especially when making featural and relational discriminations around the mouth region.
Research has also considered rotation in the picture plane at angles other than 180 degrees.
Results reveal disruption to recognition, although usually to a lesser extent than for inversion. Valentine and Bruce (1988) found a linear trend between degree of disorientation and response time (see also Bruyer, Galvez & Prairial, 1993; Schwaninger & Mast, 2005) . Collishaw and Hole (2002) observed that configural processing becomes more disrupted the further faces are oriented away from upright. Other research using different paradigms has reported departures from linearity at around 90° (e.g. Jacques & Rossion, 2007; Rossion & Boremanse, 2008 ; but see also Lewis, 2001 ).
Stretch.
Another useful transformation for understanding the importance of information in an image is stretch. When either the height or width is increased linearly, configural properties are disrupted: absolute distances are changed, such as the length of the nose, as well as relative distances, such as the ratio between eye separation and nose length. This manipulation obviously also changes the physical size of individual features in either the relevant horizontal or vertical direction. Hole et al. (2002) reported that recognition accuracy and reaction time for familiar faces were unaffected overall by linear stretch in the vertical or horizontal plane, even for manipulations of up to 200%. The work indicates the robust nature of this (null) effect, although, in one of their studies (Experiment 1), there was a small but reliable decrement in accuracy for horizontal stretch.
Subsequent research has also found equivalent effects between stretched and non-stretched faces (Bindemann et al., 2008; Hole, 2011 ).
This result is extraordinary given the large physical change which occurs when an image is stretched. It also raises the question as to how linearly-stretched faces are recognised (see following section); and, why similar effects are observed in both the horizontal and vertical plane (although the former may be slightly more disruptive to recognition than the latter). Hole et al. (2002) have also compared recognition accuracy for globally and non-globally stretched faces, the latter only stretching one half of the face. Non-global vertical stretch impaired recognition, which suggests that configural cues were being interfered with from this altered portion of the face.
Gaussian blur.
Our cognitive system processes facial images at different spatial scales. This phenomenon has been investigated with images filtered using pixelisation, and low-, high-and band-pass filtering (e.g. Costen, Parker & Craw, 1996; Sergent, 1984) . While high-pass filtering tends to retain both featural and configural information, low-pass or Gaussian (blur) filtering conceals detail of hair, eyes, brows, etc. For example, Lander et al. (2001) observed that recognition accuracy decreased with increasing blur (by condition) for famous-face images. Sergent (1984) argues that blurring degrades individual features more rapidly and fully than configural relations: obviously, it is difficult to perceive facial features in detail when blurred, although their placement on the face remains intact.
Gaussian blur also conceals facial features when these parts are presented in an unusual format. Schwaninger, Lobmaier and Collishaw (2002) presented intact faces, or faces where the position of features had been scrambled-to create 'invalid' first-order configurations. Faces that had been either blurred or scrambled reduced recognition relative to unaltered images, although this level remained above chance. However, blurring reduced recognition of scrambled faces to chance, suggesting that this transformation removes [featural] cues emerging from facial features.
In further work, Hole et al. (2002) found that blurred faces remain recognisable even when linearly stretched. Although recognition was poor under both stretch and blur, faces remained recognisable to some extent. They interpreted these data as evidence that recognition of stretched faces is based on configural cues rather than on local (feature) detail.
Facial composites.
In a forensic setting, a facial composite is a visual likeness of an offender (for a review, see Frowd, Bruce & Hancock, 2009) . It is usual for witnesses (who could also be victims) of serious crime to describe and construct a composite of the offender's face they have seen, typically an unfamiliar identity. This procedure is carried out with the help of a forensic artist using pencils or crayons, or a police practitioner using specialized computer software. The resulting composite images are circulated within a police force or more generally as part of a public appeal for information, often appearing in newspapers, on wanted-person's webpages and on TV crime programmes. The aim is that someone (a police officer or member of the public) who is familiar with the offender will name the composite and so generate a suspect on whom police can focus their enquiries.
There are two contrasting software systems for witnesses to construct a composite (Frowd et al., 2005b (Frowd et al., , 2012c . First are traditional 'feature' systems such as PRO-fit and E-FIT in the UK, and FACES and Identikit 2000 in the USA. Witnesses describe the appearance of an offender's face to a forensic practitioner, who then presents facial features (hair, eyes, nose, etc.) to match. Since facial features are identified better when seen in a whole-face than an isolated context (e.g. Davies & Christie, 1982; Tanaka & Farah, 1993) , feature choices are presented in an intact face; witnesses also alter size and position of features with the aim of producing the best likeness. They may also work with a sketch artist, a practitioner who draws the face by hand using a feature-by-feature procedure.
In either case, the task is principally based on local feature elements and so one would anticipate that the resulting composites would be more accurate in terms of featural than configural cues.
A second type of system involves selection of intact (whole) faces. To our knowledge, there are three such 'holistic' systems which have been developed extensively: EFIT-V (Gibson, Solomon & Pallares-Bejarano, 2005) and EvoFIT (Frowd, Hancock & Carson, 2004) in the UK, and ID (Tredoux, Nunez, Oxtoby & Prag, 2006) in South Africa. Witnesses describe the offender's face and repeatedly select from arrays of faces, with the software 'breeding' choices together, to allow a composite to be 'evolved'. Observers are asked to base selections on the overall appearance of the face, not individual features, with the aim of producing faces that are accurate in terms of global properties, especially configural cues. Given the importance of holistic information for recognition, such composites should be recognisable by other people. For the same reason, holistic systems allow users to alter global properties of an evolved face (for EvoFIT: age, weight, masculinity, health, etc.).
In terms of effectiveness, the holistic EFIT-V and the feature systems appear to perform similarly (Brace, Pike & Kemp, 2000; Bruce et al., 2002; Davies, van der Willik & Morrison, 2000; Frowd et al., 2005b Frowd et al., , 2011 Valentine et al., 2010) , with composites constructed from a recent memory achieving approximately 25% correct naming by other people. When tested under similar conditions, EvoFIT composites are named with higher accuracy; in a recent version of the system, similar to that used here, performance was measured at 54% correct (Frowd et al., 2011 ).
Current experiments.
Two experiments are presented which investigate our ability to correctly name composites seen in standard formats in face-recognition research. In Experiment 1, participants viewed composites of familiar faces as veridical (unaltered) images, or when these images were rotated, linearly stretched, blurred or photographically negated. Composites were used from two feature systems, PRO-fit and E-FIT, and from the holistic EvoFIT. These manipulations were expected to reduce people's ability to correctly name the face relative to veridical composites, except for stretch, for which no change was expected. Also, as indicated by high blur and inversion, featural information was likely to be more accurate in composites from feature than holistic systems, with the opposite effect by system for configural information. In Experiment 2, we attempt a replication of the surprising result from Experiment 1 that stretch substantially improved composite naming-a result that would appear to be valuable to forensic practitioners. We note that the stretch technique has now been successfully replicated for a second time (Frowd et al., 2013) , as described in Section 4.4. Factors. The first factor was presentation type. Participants saw a series of composite faces to name in one of the following preparations: veridical, negation, blur, rotation and stretch. See Materials (below) which describe how the composites were constructed and prepared for presentation to participants. While the veridical condition contained unaltered composites, as created by the face constructors, and negation was contrast polarity reversal, the others (blur, rotation and stretch) contained conditions with two or more levels.
To investigate the accuracy of configural information, composites were given one of three levels of Gaussian blur, similar to Lander et al. (2001) . The level of image distortion was minor, moderate and strong; these levels respectively correspond to what we refer to as low, medium and high blur (see Materials for image settings). The expectation was that progressively fewer feature composites would be correctly named from conditions of low to medium to high; however, there should be little difference by condition for holistic composites. Conversely, for rotation, composites were presented at 90° from upright in one condition and 180° in the other. Perceiving these composites with increasing rotation (from 0° to 90° to 180°) was expected to result in observers processing the faces to a greater extent by individual features, and have the opposite effect to blur: increasing rotation should increasingly interfere with recognition of holistic composites.
For participants assigned to the 90° rotation condition, half of them saw composites rotated to the right and the other half to the left. This was done more for experimental completeness, to produce balanced stimuli sets, and we did not expect there to be a bias for composites seen rotated in one direction or the other. Similarly, the width of composites was non-proportionally increased by 100% for a stretch-horizontal set and decreased by 100% for a stretch-vertical set; participants saw one of these two sets. As for 90° rotations, these two linearly-stretched conditions were not expected to differ reliably from veridical or from each other-although, if a difference were to be observed, it was predicted that horizontal would show a decrement in naming (as suggested by the mild recognition deficit for horizontal relative to veridical in Experiment 1, Hole et al., 2002) .
To summarise, there were eight main presentation conditions: veridical, photographic negative, Gaussian blur (low, medium and high), rotation (90° and 180°) and stretch. Two of these conditions were subdivided: 90° rotation (right and left) and stretch (vertical and horizontal).
The second experimental factor was the type of composite system used for constructing the face. The systems used were based on availability, and were popular feature and holistic systems.
For the feature type, composites were available from E-FIT and PRO-fit; as these systems produce equally-identifiable composites (e.g. Frowd et al., 2005a Frowd et al., , 2005b , images were chosen arbitrarily from one system or the other. For the holistic system, composites were used from EvoFIT. All composites were of different identities. In the study, participants inspected composites from one system and then the other in a blocked design that was counterbalanced across participants. System (feature and holistic) was therefore a within-subjects' factor. This blocked design also permitted an investigation into whether viewing composites from one type of system would interfere with recognition of composites from the other. To our knowledge, this possibility has not been formally assessed, but, in the real world, observers may attempt to recognise composites from different production methods and so an understanding of this issue is worthwhile. As naming is a process which operates on the face as a whole, it is conceivable that composites which are accurate in one respect may result in subsequent face processing of that type which influences recognition (either positively or negatively). Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that face processing can be biased, with a knock-on effect on recognition (e.g. Lewis, 2006; Schooler, 2002) . In our case, looking at composites from a feature system (in the first block), believed to be more accurate in terms of individual features, was expected to promote a processing bias towards individual features and reduce naming when holistic composites were seen (in the second block): in contrast, when holistic composites were seen first, this would result in a holistic bias and facilitate naming of feature composites (seen second). The third experimental factor was block order, between-subjects.
To be able to appropriately interpret results for composites, it is important to verify how the manipulations influenced recognition of stimuli that were not prone to error (like composites). So, after the composites had been named in the assigned presentation, the photographs originally used to construct the composites were presented in the same way. For example, if participants saw composites rotated at 180°, they would then be presented with photographs also rotated at 180°. These photographs were shown in greyscale since, with colour, participants might have used pigmentation cues for recognition (e.g. Yip & Sinha, 2002) . This decision also fits nicely with the customary image mode for composites, greyscale, as is the case here.
When the study was designed, however, we were concerned that people may struggle to correctly name the composites, especially in the more challenging high blur and 180° rotation conditions, which would potentially lead to low experimental power and inconclusive results. Three steps were taken to address this possibility. Firstly, composites were selected with a known level of accuracy. As outlined in the Materials, each composite was extracted from a past research project if it had been correctly identified in a spontaneous-naming task; therefore, naming should be possible here. Secondly, after spontaneous composite naming, composites were shown a further three times (in the assigned presentation) along with a semantic cue designed to increasingly facilitate recognition. As it turned out, spontaneous-naming data were sufficient and thus these 'cued' data were not formally analysed. It is perhaps worth emphasising that spontaneous naming is the most forensically-relevant measure, and it is on these data that our results are based. Thirdly, participants would not be able to correctly name the composites if they were unfamiliar with the relevant identities. So, as a final exercise after naming of composites (spontaneous and cued) and target pictures (also in the assigned presentation), participants were asked to name the unaltered target pictures (images used for face construction). An a priori rule was applied: participants must correctly name at least 75% of the target pictures for their data to be included in the analysis. For each participant who did not meet this criterion, another person was recruited in that condition. As a consequence of this design, in the veridical-presentation condition, veridical photographs were presented twice: once after composite naming and once again for the target-familiarity check.
Summary. The design was 8 (between-subjects) presentation [veridical, photographic negative, blur (low, medium and high), rotation (90 and 180 degrees), and stretch] x 2 (within-subjects) composite system (feature and holistic) x 2 (between-subjects) block order of composites (first and second) x 2 (within-subjects) image type (composite and photograph). Within presentation, there were two levels for 90° rotation (left and right) and two levels for stretch (vertical and horizontal).
The design also included semantic cue as a factor, composite-naming data that were not analysed.
Participants first named composites (blocked by system) for one type of presentation, followed by target pictures presented in the same way as composites, and finally veridical target pictures.
Predictions. Based on the above research for photographs of faces, presentations were expected to reduce correct naming of composites relative to veridical except for stretch, for which no change was expected, and for low blur, as this change was very subtle. Manipulations were thought to produce the same pattern of effects for naming of target photographs. For composites, some conditions were likely to affect naming of one type of system more than others, and so the interest was also in differences between systems by presentation. In the following three main predictions, we assume that holistic composites have better configural than featural information, but feature composites have better featural than configural information.
Firstly, increasing the angle of rotation for a face principally results in reduced processing of configural cues and greater processing of individual features. So, observers who name a composite image that is rotated have a tendency to use featural information. As rotation increases, here from 0° (veridical) to 90° to 180°, naming of holistic composites should be increasingly affected. In fact, as 90° is midway between the other two levels, and produces intermediate performance (e.g. Valentine & Bruce, 1988) , we predicted a linear decline in naming across these categories. In contrast, feature composites should not be affected. Next, while there are various explanations of the recognition deficit for photographic negatives, all appear to be related to disruption to the overall appearance of the face-interference to pigmentation and/or configural cues. As such, recognition of negatives is likely to be driven by individual features, and so the prediction for negation is the same as for rotation: holistic composites should be affected to a greater extent than feature composites.
Secondly, higher levels of blur applied to a face increasingly conceal individual features and processing increasingly involves configural relations. As medium blur was designed as a stimuli to be approximately midway between low and high, increasing blur from low to medium to high should result in a decreasing linear trend for naming of feature composites-that is, information useful for recognition of these composites is progressively concealed. In contrast, holistic composites should be unaffected. For linear stretch, face processing is also thought to be largely configural (e.g. and so the same outcome was expected for naming of stretched stimuli.
Finally, as described in the Materials below, composites were selected to give mean naming that was approximately the same between systems (feature or holistic), and so an overall difference by system was not expected for veridical presentation. However, as composites from one type of system should influence recognition of composites from the other, block order was predicted to interact with system: feature composites would demote naming of holistic composites, while holistic composites would facilitate naming of feature composites.
2.1.2. Materials. Face-recognition research has often involved photographs of celebrities as stimuli (e.g. Collishaw & Hole, 2002; Davies et al., 1978; Hole et al., 2002; Lander et al., 2001; Valentine & Bruce, 1988) . In the present research, we followed this approach and involved composites constructed of celebrity faces. While this has the obvious advantage of facilitating both participant recruitment and generalisation of results with the earlier studies, in criminal investigations, faces are obviously not normally of celebrities. There is evidence, however, that the type of face, celebrity or non-celebrity, does not influence composite naming.
Consider a design involving participants looking at a photograph of a target face and, either immediately or a few hours later, describing and constructing a composite of it. Using this design, Frowd et al. (2004) found that people named celebrity E-FIT composites with a mean of 17% correct; it was 18% in Frowd et al. (2005b) Naming therefore appears to be fairly consistent for celebrity and non-celebrity composites.
In spite of this reasonably-consistent performance by target category, there are large individual differences in people's ability to construct a recognisable image. In fact, some composites are of such poor quality that they are rarely if ever correctly named (e.g. Frowd et al., 2005a Frowd et al., , 2007c ), a situation, as mentioned above, which would lead to low experimental power and ineffective analyses for the current study. We overcame this issue by selecting celebrity images which people had correctly named from previous projects (Frowd et al., 2004 (Frowd et al., , 2005b (Frowd et al., , 2007b . Using this approach, all of the holistic composites available were of a target which were familiar to participants: for the feature composites, we were able to select half that were familiar and half that were unfamiliar to the person constructing the face-a situation that is more common forensically. This design allowed familiarity to be factored in a regression analysis to see if support could be found for existing research which indicates that composites are more identifiable when constructed of a familiar identity (Davies et al., 2000; Frowd et al., 2011; Koehn and Fisher 1997; Wogalter & Marwitz, 1991) .
There are also large individual differences in peoples' ability to correctly name composites (e.g. Frowd et al., 2007c) , and so it is sensible to consider experimental power and effect size. The aim was to detect a medium effect size, to be of practical significance, and this was achieved by estimating the number of composites required per condition. The estimation was based on a planned Mixed-Factorial Analysis of Variance for the two main factors, system and presentation. A G*Power calculation (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang & Buchner, 2007) revealed that 10 targets (items) per condition would be sufficient to detect a within-between subjects interaction; parameter settings: effect size f = 0.25, α = .05, Power 1-β = .8, N (groups) = 2, N (measurements) = 8, r (repeated measures) = .7 and non-sphericity correction ε = 1.
Ten celebrity composites were thus selected from archives for both the holistic system (EvoFIT) and the feature system (E-FIT and PRO-fit). Images were chosen such that mean naming was fairly-good and approximately equal for each type of system: 25% correct. Identities were different throughout, allowing all 20 items to be presented to each participant, blocked by system. Pilot testing revealed that the procedure took around 20 minutes to complete per person, a typical interval for psychological testing, meaning that fatigue-related effects were unlikely.
Composites and (greyscale) target photographs were cropped to dimensions of 360 x 480 pixels, and eight main manipulations were carried out on each image. Adobe Photoshop's contrastinversion filter was used to prepare photographic negatives, and the Gaussian filter for 'low' (2 cycles per face width), 'medium' (4 cycles/f-w) and 'high' (8 cycles/f-w) blur. Otherwise, Microsoft
Word was used to present images at 90° and 180° rotation, and also to resize them for the 100% stretch conditions. Stimuli were printed to veridical-image dimensions of 6 cm (wide) x 8 cm (high).
See Figure 1 for example manipulations. 2.1.3. Participants. Participants were an opportunity sample of 96 volunteer staff and students from the University of Central Lancashire, Preston. There were 51 males and 45 females with an age range from 18 to 53 (M = 24.9, SD = 7.4) years. Twelve people were assigned to each of the eight main levels of the between-subjects' factor, presentation (veridical, negation, low blur, medium blur, high blur, 90° rotation, 180° rotation and stretch); within this allocation, for 90° rotation, six participants were each assigned to 90° right and 90° left, and for stretch, six were each assigned to horizontal and vertical. Also, for the between-subjects' factor of block order, 48 participants saw holistic composites first while the other 48 saw feature composites first. Each person was recruited on the basis of being generally familiar with celebrities. Two participants did not meet the a priori rule relating to target familiarity, and were replaced, to give the sample described here.
2.1.4. Procedure. Participants were tested individually and tasks were self-paced. Each person was told that they would be shown facial composites of well-known celebrities to name, or to guess if unsure: participants could also choose not to offer a name. They were randomly assigned, with equal sampling, to see composites from one type of presentation (veridical, negation, 90° rotation, 180° rotation, low blur, medium blur, high blur and stretch). For rotate 90° and stretch conditions, they saw either rotate left or rotate right for the former, with equal assignment, and either vertical or horizontal stretch for the latter, equally assigned. Composite system was blocked such that the 10 holistic composites were presented first for half of the participants (followed by the 10 feature composites), with random assignment, and the 10 feature composites first for the other half (followed by the 10 from the holistic system). Composites from the assigned presentation were shown sequentially, from the assigned system and then from the other, and participants said a name for the face (or not) as instructed. Images were presented at a fixed viewing distance (approx. 40cm); for participants inspecting rotated composites, they were requested not to turn their head to the side to view the face (which may have otherwise reduced the effect of rotation). Images were shown in a different random order of presentation for each person. No feedback was given as to the accuracy of responses, the same as in the following tasks (1) .
Next, participants assigned to conditions except for veridical were told that they would name the photographs used to construct the composites, and that these images would be seen in the same way (i.e. with negation, rotation, blur or stretch). Target pictures were blocked by system in the same order as for composites. Finally, as part of a target-familiarity check, participants were asked to name the target photographs as initially seen by the face constructors. The procedure for participants assigned to veridical was slightly different (as target and composite images were already veridical): these participants were first asked to name the relevant target photos, and then (for the target-familiarity check) to have another go at naming them. In all cases, images were presented sequentially and in a different random order for each person.
Participants were debriefed as to the purpose of the experiment.
Results
Four sets of responses were collected from participants: (1) spontaneous naming of composites (at eight main levels of presentation), (2) three sets of responses for composites at each level of semantic cue (not formally analysed), (3) spontaneous naming of targets (at eight main levels of presentation) and (4) spontaneous naming of veridical targets. Participant responses were checked for missing data (of which no cases were found) and scored for accuracy with respect to the relevant identity: a composite or target photograph was given a numeric value of 1 if participants gave either the correct name of the person or a description that unambiguously identified him (an approach used in past research: Bruce, Hanna, Dench, Healey & Burton, 1992) , or a value of 0 otherwise.
Two main analyses are presented below. In the first, correct naming scores of composites were subjected to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to explore group differences. As it is important to know how the manipulations affect faces in general, the naming data for composites were compared against control data: naming scores collected for manipulations on target photographs. In the second analysis, linear regression was used to further indicate which information, featural or configural, was responsible for naming of veridical, negative and stretched composites.
2.2.1. Naming of composites and target photographs. Correct naming of veridical photographs in the target-familiarity check was very-high overall (M = 88.3%, SD = 3.1%), indicating that participants appropriately had very-good familiarity with the relevant identities. The range of these mean scores by condition was somewhat variable (81.7% < M < 94.2%) and, to avoid chance differences in target familiarity, we computed 'conditional' naming scores for spontaneous naming of composites-a standard measure used in the discipline (e.g. Frowd et al., 2005b) . Conditional naming scores were computed as the number of correct responses given for each composite divided by the number of correct responses given for the relevant veridical photograph shown during the target-familiarity check. As we were also interested in how the manipulations affected target photographs, the same measure was used for targets: the number correct for target photographs (by presentation) divided by the number correct for the relevant veridical photograph (from the target-familiarity check).
Computation of conditional naming scores in this way naturally leads to a by-items type of analysis, which is our preference for studying group effects over by-participants analysis (as the latter tends to suffer from outlier effects). Mean conditional responses by image and presentation types are shown in Table 2 . For this initial summary, data are shown averaged by system (holistic and feature), block order of presentation (first and second), and sub-condition for 90° rotation (left and right) and for stretch (vertical and horizontal). The analysis revealed three reliable interactions involving system: order x system, order x presentation x system and the four-way interaction (Fs > 2.4). We now follow-up on these significant results (below) by conducting separate analyses, first to explore consistency of naming for veridical composites and target images, and then by considering each type of manipulation in turn: negation, rotation, blur and stretch. For brevity, statistics are not included for the main effect of image, which was always highly significant (p < .001), nor for the main effects of system and order, which were always non-significant (p > .05): only results from presentation and its interactions are reported. = .39) but not quadratic trend (p = .81). Presentation x system was not significant which indicates that increasing rotation led to progressively worse naming for both systems, not just for EvoFIT; it also indicates that the gradient (slope) was the same for image type, implying that rotation negatively affects these two types of stimuli (composites and target photographs) equivalently.
Block order x system was reliable [F(1,18) = 10.6, p = .004, η p 2 = .37]. As illustrated in Table   3 , for the first block, holistic composites were named somewhat less often than feature composites (MD = 9.3%), but Simple Effects indicated that this comparison was not significant (p = .11).
However, holistic images were named reliably more often viewed in the second than the first block (p = .030, d = 0.82); also, while feature composites indicated the reverse effect, this contrast fell short of significance (p = .08). So, for rotation, a manipulation which tends to involve processing of individual features, this result suggests that processing of composites believed to be more accurate by features (E-FITs and PRO-fits) carries over to processing of composites believed to be more accurate in terms of configural relations (EvoFITs). (The associated finding of an approaching significant effect in the opposite direction for feature composites argues against this result simply being caused by practice.) So, increasing rotation interfered equally with naming of target pictures and composites from both types of system. This indicates that holistic composites and, contrary to expectation, feature composites are harder to recognise with rotation. Also, as rotated composites-especially at the most extreme manipulation of 180°-are still named fairly-well for the two systems, featural information is valuable to some extent in both types of composite. In addition, there was some evidence that rotation differentially interfered with naming of different types of composites.
Blur. Gaussian (blur) filtering conceals information about individual facial features. It was
expected that increasing levels of blur would increasingly reduce naming of both feature composites and target photographs; holistic composites would be unaffected. The initial analysis did not include veridical composites and was 3 (presentation: low, medium and high blur) x 2 (image: composite and target photograph) x 2 (order: first and second) x 2 (system: holistic and feature) ANOVA. Reliable effects emerged for image x system (p = .02), image x presentation (p = .018), order x presentation x system (p < .001) and the four-way interaction (p = .016). Based on predictions, analyses were followed-up separately for target photographs and both types of composites, as follows.
For target photos, 3 (presentation: low, medium and high blur) x 2 (order: first and second) x 2 (system: holistic and feature) ANOVA was significant only for presentation [F(2, 36) = 11.3, p < So, the negative influence of increasing blur on naming is linear for both holistic composites and target photographs. In a follow-up analysis, blur (low, medium and high) and image (holistic composites and target photographs) do not interact with each other [F(2,18) = 0.3, p = .80], and thus the gradients of these two decreasing lines do not differ reliably. So, while correct naming levels are considerably higher for target photographs than holistic composites, the effect of increasing blur is equivalent between these two types of image. naming was similar for veridical and high-blur composites, increasing the power of the system factor in the analysis and leading to the observed result. Since veridical and high blur are equivalent and have fairly-good naming (M = ~25%), the important implication is that veridical composites from both types of system have measurably useful configural relations for recognition.
For blurred composites shown in the second block, presentation x system was reliable system advantage appears to have emerged due to participants having already seen holistic composites (also under low blur) in the first block. This carry-over effect (holistic to feature) is opposite to that found above for rotation (from feature to holistic); we consider these two differing effects in the General Discussion.
2.2.6. Stretch. Mean conditional naming scores were unexpectedly much higher for stretch relative to veridical for composites from both types of system. ANOVA was 2 (presentation: veridical and stretch) x 2 (image: composite and photograph) x 2 (order: first and second) x 2 (system: holistic and feature). This was significant for both presentation [F(1,19) We next asked the question whether stretch was more effective in the vertical or horizontal direction. ANOVA was 2 (direction: vertical and horizontal) x 2 (order: first and second) x 2 (system: holistic and feature) x 2 (image: composite and photograph). All main effects and interactions were non-significant (Fs < 3.3) except for direction x order x image [F(1,18) = 4.6, p = .045, η p 2 = .20]. This three-way interaction indicated that there were no reliable differences in direction of stretch except for composites presented in the second block: then, naming was higher for vertical (M = 50%) than horizontal (M = 30%, p = .049, d = 0.58). As for negation, image stretch is likely to be an unusual combination for participants, and here it would seem that a block of vertically-stretched composites were required to be seen for effective use of the technique (or less effective, for horizontal).
We anticipated that the lack of naming benefit for stretched photographs may simply reflect ceiling-level performance for this type of image, as it is obviously not possible to increase performance beyond 100% correct. In this case, 15 of the 20 items were named perfectly in the target-familiarity check; for the remaining five, mean naming increased from 86.3% (SD = 7.2%) for veridical photos to 100% with stretching, a reliable improvement [t(4) = 4.2, p = .013, d = 1.9].
To summarize, image stretch yielded a reliable naming advantage for composites, and for veridical photographs that had not been named initially with perfect accuracy. The data favoured linear stretch in the vertical over the horizontal direction.
2.2.7. Linear-regression analysis. In this section, the relative importance of featural and configural information were further assessed on conditional naming of (i) veridical composites, (ii) composites presented by negation, of which there is some debate about which information remains intact for photographs seen in this way (e.g. Bruce & Langton, 1994; Hole et al., 1999; Kemp et al., 1996) and (iii) stretched composites, of which we seem to recognise using configural relations . This assessment was achieved using linear regression, a standard statistical technique for indicating factors which exert a causal effect on the Dependent Variable (DV) (e.g. Field, 2005; Frowd et al., 2008) .
Three regression analyses were conducted, each with predictors of 180° rotation and high blur. Recall that analyses resulting in a significant predictor for 180° rotation (inversion) generally indicate the importance of featural information for recognition, while those for high blur indicate the importance of configural cues. Two dichotomous predictors were included, system (1 = holistic and 2 = feature) and familiarity (0 = unfamiliar and 1 = familiar), the latter to explore whether composites were more identifiable when constructed of a familiar than an unfamiliar target (which research suggests that they should be). As the above results indicate that block order interacts with system and presentation, and for brevity, the current analyses involved (conditional) naming data collected from the first block. A backward model was run (probably of removal, p > .1), to indicate presence of suppressor variables: variables that exert a negative influence in the presence of other variables.
Multicollinearity was not an issue here as the two non-dichotomous predictors (high blur and 180° rotation) were not highly correlated with each other (r = .16).
For the first regression model, the DV was veridical composite naming. The same three analyses run using conditional naming scores of target photographs did not indicate the importance of either feature or relational information (Fs < 2.3). This null result is likely to have been caused by near-perfect naming of these stimuli, limiting experimental power.
Discussion
Experiment 1 involved eight main manipulations carried out on a set of composites. Results were detailed, especially for treatments involving different levels of blur but, in general, negation, rotation and blur reduced correct naming of composites, while stretch improved it. There were also different carry-over effects for rotation and blur by block order of presentation. We consider the impact of these effects in the General Discussion but, before then, follow-up on the unexpected, potentiallyvaluable forensic benefit of linear stretch. Recall that, relative to veridical, correct naming increased for participants inspecting composites seen with 100% vertical or horizontal stretch.
Experiment 2: Perceptual size and perceptual stretch
A consequence of the previous experiment is that image stretch, if used on a composite in a criminal investigation, should substantially improve the chance that someone, typically a police officer or member of the public, will recognise the face and thereby assist the police to locate the offender.
It occurred to us that there is a pragmatic issue with this image format: composites look somewhat strange when stretched for the serious application for which they are normally used, to catch serious criminals such as rapists and violent burglars. As such, police and media outlets may be reluctant to publish images shown this way. We thought that a more-acceptable solution would be for observers to look at an unaltered composite in such a way to give the appearance of stretch:
viewing the face from the side or from underneath does just this. The outcome is a perceptual rather than a physical stretch.
We tested this seemingly-novel idea by asking participants to look at the face sideways, to produce the appearance of a vertical stretch, rather than the opposite, from below. This decision was based partly on Hole et al. (2002) , who found that horizontal stretch can sometimes interfere with recognition of photographs, and also from the results of Experiment 1 here, which indicated a reliable benefit of vertical over horizontal stretch for composites presented in the second block.
An initial study was conducted using composites from Experiment 1, to see whether the technique would work in principle. Participants were given a printed copy of the composite and asked to look at the face sideways, to change viewpoint, and attempt to name the face. This perceptual-stretch condition led to reliably higher correct naming than other participants who were asked to do the same but were not given the instruction to change viewpoint. In the current experiment, we present a replication plus extension of this initial study.
We acknowledge that we have yet to provide an account of the stretch advantage, but one obvious explanation is that it is simply more engaging for an observer to look at a stretched than an unaltered face. A third condition was included to test for this possibility, with participants requested to move the composite towards and away from them, to allow the face to be seen at different sizes.
This technique aimed to increase user engagement, but was not expected to alter recognition relative to veridical-that is, changing the visual angle in this way should not render a composite any more or less recognisable. We refer to this condition as perceptual size.
Method

Participants
Participants were an opportunity sample of 36 staff and student volunteers from the University of Central Lancashire. They were recruited on the basis of being familiar with celebrities and were different to participants who took part in the previous experiment (and the initial study). There were 17 males and 19 females and their age ranged from 18 to 42 (M = 27.0, SD = 6.4) years. Twelve people were assigned to each of the three levels of between-subjects factor, instruction type.
Design, Materials and Procedure
Materials were 15 printed EvoFIT composites created in a recent project (Frowd et al., 2012a, Experiment 3) . Their construction was similar to that carried out for Experiment 1: participants looked at one of 15 familiar celebrities and then constructed a single composite of the face using
EvoFIT. The composites were named with a mean of 24% correct.
Our participants were given one of three types of instruction, randomly assigned with equal assignment. In the control (normal-viewing) condition, they were asked to name the composites, guess if unsure or give a "no name" response. In the two other conditions, for different participants, they were then told to look at the face in a specific way as this may help recognition. One group was given the perceptual-stretch instruction-to look at the face sideways, to change viewpoint-while the other was given the instruction for perceptual size-to move the face towards and away from them. The researcher checked that the face was viewed front-on in normal-viewing and perceptualsize conditions, and side-on in perceptual stretch. Type of instruction was therefore a betweensubjects factor (normal, perceptual stretch and perceptual size).
With the exception that participants were given different instructions for looking at the face for two out of the three conditions, and that composites were 15 veridical EvoFITs, the spontaneousnaming procedure was basically the same as that used in Experiment 1. Composites in the control condition were placed sequentially on a table in front of participants to keep the viewing distance roughly constant, but in the other two conditions, participants were handed the composites individually to allow them to view the face as described above. After naming the composites, participants were asked to name the target pictures, also presented sequentially. Stimuli were presented in a different random order for each person.
Results
As for the previous experiment, conditional naming scores were computed by dividing the number of correct names offered for each composite by the number of correct responses for the relevant target photograph. These data are summarized in Table 5 . Participants moving the image backwards and forwards (perceptual image size) were slightly better at correctly naming the face than the standard presentation (normal viewing), but looking at the face from the side (perceptual stretch) elicited markedly higher correct naming. 
Discussion
Participants who looked at the face sideways, in the perceptual-stretch condition, correctly named the composite faces significantly better than participants who looked at the face front-on, the normal viewing condition. The effect size was large, indicating appreciable benefit of the method.
The experiment replicates the initial study (described at the start of this experiment) and the vertical-stretch manipulation in Experiment 1. A reliable naming benefit therefore exists for composites that have been physically or perceptually stretched. In Experiment 2, perceptual stretch also led to significantly higher correct naming than perceptual size, indicating that the benefit of stretch is unlikely to be caused by increased task engagement.
General Discussion
Understanding how accurately people construct facial composites is theoretically interesting as well as providing potential avenues for improving the effectiveness of these forensic images. In the current project, we explored the extent to which featural and configural information was used for recognition of composites from two contrasting production methods: feature (E-FIT and PRO-fit) and holistic (EvoFIT) systems. In the first experiment, participants were given composites to name in one of eight main presentation types: veridical composites, or these same images negated, rotated (by 90° or 180°), with one of three levels of Gaussian blur (low, medium or high) or with 100% linear stretch. Participants first inspected images from one system and then the other. After naming the composites, they named photographs of the celebrities first in the same presentation as the composites, and then as a veridical image, to check their level of familiarity with the relevant target identities. A second experiment followed-up on the linear stretch manipulation.
Gaussian blur and image rotation.
It was hypothesised that feature composites would be more accurate in terms of individual features than configural information, spacing of features on the face, while holistic composites would show the opposite effect, with configural information being relatively more accurate than featural information. The correct naming data from Experiment 1 for Gaussian (blur) filtering provided some evidence to support this hypothesis-although, this was not quite as expected. For the mildest level of blur we used, only very fine details are concealed. However, this filtering influenced naming: for composites seen in the first block, recognition of holistic composites was greatly facilitated by low blur, while naming of feature composites was inhibited to the same extent. For example, the (veridical) feature composite of Mick Jagger in Figure 1 was named at 67% correct, but this figure dropped to 17% when seen with low blur. It would appear that very-detailed information is moreaccurately constructed in feature than holistic composites: concealing the former (with low blur)
reduces naming while concealing the latter improves it. In contrast, as naming was still possible under high blur, and to the level of veridical naming, this suggests that both feature and holistic composites contain configural relations that are useful for recognition to some extent.
A significant interaction was also observed between system and category of blur. For holistic composites presented in the first block, there was a significant linear (but not quadratic) decline in correct naming with increasing blur-from low to medium to high. This result ran contrary to expectation: increasing blur was not expected to influence naming for this type of composite. So, progressively concealing featural information led to worse correct naming. This pattern of decreasing naming with increasing blur matched naming of target photographs, a result that has been reported elsewhere using celebrity photographs (e.g. Lander et al., 2001) . With the exception that holistic composites are deficient in high-detailed information (as indicated by low blur), holistic composites and photographs of faces are processed similarly with increasing levels of blur.
Interference to face recognition has been found to increase linearly with angle of rotation in the picture plane (e.g. Valentine & Bruce, 1988) ; also, that rotation tends to affect processing of configural relations, arguably more so for vertical, non-local distances between features (e.g. Rossion, 2008) and for the lower facial region (Tanaka & Gordon, 2011) . In Experiment 1, interference was observed for both composites and target faces: an increase in rotation, from veridical to 90° to 180°, led to a linear decrease in correct naming. This transformation also revealed that, for holistic composites, those seen in the second block were better named than those seen in the first block. Inspecting rotated feature composites (first block)-images with somewhat accurate features (at least in terms of high-detailed information)-would appear to be leading to a processing bias: a carry-over to naming of holistic composites. The opposite effect was observed for blurring at the mildest (low blur) level: holistic composites seen in the first block led to greater holistic processing of feature composites in the second block, and a naming advantage. Overall, the data indicate that both types of composite are somewhat accurate by both features and configural cues, information that can be disrupted by rotation and image blur.
In a linear-regression analysis, further evidence was sought for the role of featural and configural information. The approach used the strongest applications of rotation (180°) and blur (high) as predictors of veridical composite naming. High blur and 180° rotation emerged as reliable predictors (of composite naming) with positive part correlations; system was not reliable. These results support the above analyses which highlight the involvement of featural and configural information in both types of composite. A fourth predictor was included to indicate whether moreidentifiable images were produced from face constructors who were familiar with the relevant identity. There was evidence that this predictor was also involved with a positive part correlation, implying that construction is more successful for familiar than unfamiliar faces. The result supports previous research for both feature (e.g. Davies et al., 2000; Frowd et al., 2011; Wogalter & Marwitz, 1991) and holistic composite systems (Frowd et al., 2011) . Simply, it would appear that we have better access to the memory of a familiar than an unfamiliar face, and so construct a moreidentifiable image of it.
Photographic negation.
Veridical composites and target photographs were correctly named less often in photographic negative than positive. This result for photographs is established (e.g. Bruce & Langton, 1994; Kemp et al., 1990; Phillips, 1971) . For composites, the same as for photographs (e.g. Russell et al., 2006;  Experiment 1), negation reduces but does not render recognition impossible since correct naming remained fairly good: here, it was 19.6% for negated composites. Also, naming increased for composites (but not targets) seen in the second than the first block. As mentioned earlier, this particular result is a likely consequence of two unusual formats, composites and negation, a novel situation that appears to become easier when more images are seen-in this case, in the second naming block (irrespective of whether these images were holistic or feature composites seen first).
There are several explanations as to what information is disrupted with photographic negation. These include disruption to pigmentation (e.g. Bruce & Langton, 1994) , shape-fromshading relations (e.g. Johnston et al., 1992) and configural cues (e.g. Kemp et al., 1990) . Our regression analysis indicated that high blur was a positive predictor for naming of composites in photographic negative; in other words, both negation and high blur have a tendency to reveal similar information, in this case configural relations. These data provide evidence against our prediction that negation interferes with configural cues. In contrast, it appears that facial features are disrupted to a greater extent, thus supporting Bruce and Langton's (1994) work. It is perhaps difficult to process composite images given disturbance to the appearance of skin and hair. Such a suggestion makes good sense given recent research (to be published) indicating the surprising and sizeable negative influence on recognition for composites with altered hair.
Linear stretch.
Hole et al. (2002) found that linear, vertical stretching of photographs of faces did not influence recognition. They also found that photographs of faces remained recognisable when stretched and blurred, highlighting the importance of configural cues for recognising a stretched image. Here, correct naming of stretched composites reliably increased (Experiment 1); the effect was found to be independent of composite system and block order, indicating consistent effects. The regression analysis revealed that high blur was a reliable predictor for naming of stretched composites and suggests, as for negation, that participants were recognising such images from configural cues.
In Experiment 1, there was also an interaction between image and presentation type which indicated that the overall benefit of image stretch was restricted to composites. The majority of veridical photographs (15 out of 20 items) were named at 100% and thus any benefit of stretch was not possible to measure. This is a typical result for unaltered photographs: ceiling-level recognition.
As a result, some studies deliberately reduce recognition by blurring, using brief presentation of the stimuli, or by measuring reaction time as the DV (e.g. Lander et al., 2001; Lee & Perrett, 2000; Valentine & Bruce, 1988) . However, five of our veridical photographs were named less than perfectly and, for these items, correct naming reliably increased when seen stretched. To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate a recognition benefit of linear stretch for photographs of faces, a result that is worthy of replication. Currently, it is not known which level of stretch gives best results, although this must be bounded: clearly, any image will eventually lose all information if stretched too far in either the vertical or horizontal direction.
Vertical stretch promoted reliably better naming than horizontal stretch for composites viewed in the second block. This indicates that the vertical format is more effective than the horizontal. This idea broadly fits with the finding of Hole et al. (2002) A replication of the vertical stretch advantage for composites was attempted in Experiment 2. It was thought that police would be reluctant to publish stretched images in the media, as they do not look sensible (appropriate) for their forensic role. Our solution was to maintain the pictorial aspect of the composite but ask observers to look at the face from the side-although, there are other ways to legitimise stretch (e.g. http://tiny.cc/pbi-composite). The benefit of this perceptual stretch successfully extended to a different set of composites and was also better than a third condition which aimed to increase user engagement, by varying the composites' apparent size.
As mentioned earlier, the perceptual-stretch benefit has also been replicated elsewhere. In Frowd et al. (2013) , participants looked at a video containing an unfamiliar target face and, 24 hours later, received one of two types of interview and constructed a composite. While the interview for one group of participants involved freely recalling the target face, as was the case here, the other group did the same but then focussed on the character (personality) of the target face. Naming of the resulting composites was higher when looking at the face from the side than the front; however, perceptual stretch was particularly effective for composites constructed after the character-type interview, a technique that is known to produce an overall more identifiable image (e.g. Frowd et al., 2008) . These data suggest that image stretch is likely to involve processing of the face as a whole, a result that is supported by our data as well as Hole et al. (2002) . In fact, our regression analysis indicated that naming of stretched composites was predicted by both high blur and familiarity with the target at construction. While high blur indicates holistic (configural) face processing, a change in familiarity, from unfamiliar to familiar, seems to involve a qualitative shift in processing from more component-based to whole-face recognition (e.g. Megraya & Burton, 2006) .
Other approaches have successfully enhanced recognition of finished composites. Bruce et al. (2002) found that combining either two or four feature composites of the same identity produced an average image that was more effective at identification than any of the constituent images on average. The authors explained that as composites had been constructed independently of each other, errors present in the faces would be uncorrelated and so would cancel during averaging.
Recent research indicates that this effect extends to holistic composites (Valentine et al., 2010) .
Similarly, found that averaging photographs of faces of the same identity produces a representation that is effective for both human and computer facerecognition systems. For photographs and composites then, variability in the resulting representation is reduced: the average tends to look overall more similar to the relevant person.
The stretch techniques may similarly reduce within-person variation, but the mechanism by which this is achieved is likely to be different. We do not normally perceive faces in a stretched
format and yet this representation (particularly in the vertical direction) does not interfere with recognition of photographs of faces (e.g. Hole et al., 2002) . Hole et al. (2002) argue that a stretched face is normalised (made more 'face like') as part of cognitive processing to match our veridical memories (cf. deformable template theories). It is likely that this process reduces error, in this case by making a composite face more similar to familiar identities. Providing that the relational information is somewhat accurate in a composite (esp. after a character-type interview or with face construction of a familiar identity), recognition would be facilitated by an increase in accuracy of facial features. On-going research is exploring this issue.
So, forensic practitioners are likely to achieve best performance using the character-type interview (http://tiny.cc/holistic-ci) and one of the stretched procedures for composite naming (e.g., http://tiny.cc/pbi-composite). We suggest that composites are accompanied by an instruction for how to view the image: "viewing the composite sideways, to give a different perspective, may help you to recognise the face". The technique has been trialled in UK policework and is in current use.
Additional practical implications.
The current design involved composites from feature and holistic systems that were selected to be equally identifiable overall, allowing an assessment of the relative efficacy of featural and configural cues for recognition. Overall, both systems appear to contain featural and configural information that are useful for recognition, but arguably the major difference between them relates to highlydetailed information: low blur indicated that fine details tended to be accurate in feature composites but inaccurate in holistic composites.
It is likely that system differences were found because of the way in which the composites were constructed. For E-FIT and PRO-fit, constructors made selections of facial features. These facial elements were switched in and out of an intact face and their task was to decide which items created the best likeness. This method, by seeing features change sequentially in a face, is likely to result in constructors discriminating fine detail: skin and texture, exact outline of each feature, detail of hair, etc. For EvoFIT, constructors were asked to select items based on overall appearance, to evolve a face, and then manipulate the face to improve holistic aspects-age, masculinity, weight, etc. Using this method, the focus is not on fine detail. It would be interesting now to see whether people could construct EvoFIT images with more-accurate detail by prompting them to take this into account when making selections. Ultimately, all constructors were given the opportunity to position individual features, which is arguably why configural cues were found to be valuable for composites not just from EvoFIT but also from the feature systems.
These observations hint at why feature composites do not enjoy good recognition when constructed after a long retention interval. After a couple of days, as is normal in police practice, such images are typically named with a mean of around 5% correct (e.g. Frowd et al., 2005a Frowd et al., , 2007b Frowd et al., , 2007c Frowd et al., , 2010 . People struggle to recall details of the face, and recall becomes worse with delay (Ellis, Shepherd & Davies, 1980) , but such information is likely to be important. If it is the case that featural cues are erroneous in composites constructed after long delays, one solution might be to publish composites in the media with a high level of blur. Given the large number of police practitioners who use technology of this type, particularly in the USA (McQuiston-Surrett, Topp & Malpass, 2006) , resolving this issue would appear to be worthwhile.
The designers of EvoFIT aimed to produce a recognisable image of an unfamiliar face following a long retention interval (e.g. Frowd et al., 2004) . For a delay of 24 hours, research using the latest version of EvoFIT indicates that its composites are named (front-on) at around 50% correct (Frowd et al., 2012b (Frowd et al., , 2013 . Based on the current results, even-higher performance may be achieved if facial detail could be more-accurately rendered-although, it is unclear whether constructors are capable of doing this. Clearly, an alternative is to simply conceal this seemingly inaccurate information using mild blur. However, this approach may not be necessary: the mostrecent evaluation of EvoFIT (Frowd et al., 2013) described above reveals that an extraordinarily-high naming level of 74% correct is now possible using a combination of techniques that (a) enhance holistic processing at face construction (Frowd et al., 2008 (Frowd et al., , 2012b , (b) employ the latest EvoFIT faceconstruction software (Frowd et al., 2012b) and (c) involve stretch at naming.
Other holistic systems exist. These include EFIT-V and ID (Gibson et al., 2005; Tredoux et al., 2006) , and their method of constructing a face is similar to that used with EvoFIT: witnesses repeatedly select from arrays of complete faces. At least one of them, EFIT-V, has holistic tools to enhance an evolved face, along with other tools to manipulate size and placement of individual features. There is evidence that EFIT-V produces composites that have fairly-good naming, at least following a very-short retention interval (Valentine et al., 2010) , and so one would anticipate that the current results would extend to other holistic systems that are tested in the same way. Similarly, given the fairly-common approach used to construct a face for feature systems, one would imagine that our findings would also extend to them (at least when construction delays are fairly short).
Summary.
The current project sought to understand the effectiveness of featural and configural information in composites constructed from feature and holistic systems. Both types of information were found to be valuable in both types of composite, although feature composites (PRO-fit and E-FIT) were more accurate than holistic (EvoFIT) composites in terms of highly detailed information. It would appear that techniques which improve (or conceal) this information may provide a useful enhancement to practitioners who use systems after long retention intervals; and, different levels of image blur may achieve this objective (although this may not be necessary for EvoFIT due to high naming). Also, looking at a composite that had been linearly stretched greatly increased an observer's ability to correctly name the face. A practical extension of this technique, with observers looking at a veridical face sideways, similarly facilitated recognition. This makes for a technique that, if continued to be used in police investigations, has the potential to substantially increase identification of suspects. 
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